
I understand that when an Internet company does not charge sales tax it does two things, it undermines the tax basis of the 
state where consumer lives and it offers an unfair advantage price over the local 'brick and mortar' retailer.
I sympathize with the Missouri State Department of Revenue and the local retailers as well.  However we need to think of 
how any law such as the Marketplace Fairness Act of 2013 may affect the future.

Are we sure that any new Internet Sales Tax package doesn't close one door and open another, even less desirable door. 
Will we force a retailer to start operating in Canada or Mexico? Will foreign companies be included and forced to pay US - 
state based - sales tax? Is that even possible?

We must realize that business are selfish entities. They are not living voters and as such do not factor in the welfare of the 
state or nation into their business plan. It is not so much that they will need to pay this tax, they will pass it along to the 
consumer, but that they will lose the price advantage of zero sales tax in the sales transaction. Losing that edge will mean 
more sales to local retailers and less to them. Will they find a way to get back that advantage by moving themselves and 
their fulfillment centers off shore?

What about instead of your approach, the Federal Government regulate the interstate commerce and have the seller report 
the value of any package shipped to the shipper and have the shipper report the value and recipient to the state of the 
consumer.
Then the state can determine if the consumer is paying (as we should be now) or not paying the tax owed. The problem 
with a top down approach is that the taxes change often and the retailer will have the burden of doing what the consumer is 
by law required to do now.

If the State of Missouri has a list of all sales shipped to every person in Missouri, it can choose to bill, prosecute or ignore 
the issue. This method also traps international sales and deliveries as well and does not incentivize moving off shore.
Every shipping company that crosses state lines already has a database of every delivery, every address and even an 
estimated price (because of shipping insurance). Having the retailer, who already passes this shipping information digitally 
include the exact price and making the interstate commerce shipper report this data (something I think the Federal 
Government actually is instructed to regulate via the Constitution) would allow the 50 states to solve this issue in the way 
they see fit.

So what I'm proposing is a small regulation that forces fair and honest reporting of transactions in line with the Interstate 
Commerce Clause as defined in the Article 1, Section 8 Clause 3 of the United States Constitution. What I fear is that if the 
Federal Government starts getting involved in the state's sales taxing mechanism they will figure out a way obtain a piece of 
that pie. We need state taxes to remain the domain of the states.
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